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Abstract: Learning scenarios that build on socio-cognitive conflict as a trigger of learning 

constitute an established approach in collaborative learning. The identification of disagreement 

is an important premise for this approach. We have selected a measure of disagreement based 

on a comparative mathematical analysis and have applied it in the context of learning about 

toxic phenomena and discrimination in social media. The data collected in an online study have 

been used to test the disagreement measure in combination with a game-based tagging tool. 

Introduction: Disagreement as a pedagogical opportunity 
The practice of computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) in classrooms and other settings is largely 

based on certain ways and patterns of structuring group activities. CSCL scripting (cf. Fischer et al., 2007) is an 

approach that imposes an explicit process structure on the group activity. The “jigsaw” method fosters 

collaborative knowledge exchange and knowledge building in a group through inducing a certain distribution of 

knowledge. Other approaches, especially in the context of learning driven by argumentation (Andriessen, Baker, 

& Suthers, 2003), are based on role models that guide the interaction between the multiple parties taking part in 

the argumentation. “ArgueGraph” (Jermann & Dillenbourg, 1999) is an example that combines a scripting 

approach with roles in an argumentative context between two partners. The interacting dyads are selected based 

on contrasting prior opinions on the subject to be discussed. ArgueGraph is one of the early examples of CSCL 

scenarios that use “socio-cognitive conflict” (Mugny & Doise, 1978) as a driver of shared knowledge exchange 

and knowledge revision. Asterhan et al. (2010) have analyzed the influence of motivational and affective factors 

in learning scenarios based on “socio-cognitive conflict”. Ideally, the conflict should be a trigger of cognitive 

activity and engagement, yet not emotionally destructive for the social interaction (cf. Näykki et al., 2014). Many 

of the relevant factors and options to be considered when implementing learning through conflict and controversy 

in the classroom, such as individual heterogeneity, availability of information, or perspective taking skills, have 

already been identified and discussed by Johnson and Johnson (1979). These authors also point to the importance 

of disagreement as an opportunity and trigger for learning. The most obvious and most frequently addressed cases 

and areas where disagreement arises have to do with opinions and (ethical and other) judgements.  

The work reported here aims at using controversy as a driver of learning about discriminatory and toxic 

effects of social media. There is evidence that these phenomena are widespread in the targeted age group of junior 

high-school students (Schultze-Krumbholz et al., 2012). The basic “pedagogical workflow” in our intended 

classroom scenario would start with an individual activity in which the learners classify given items or instances 

of possibly problematic social media content using different predefined categories (“sexism”, “hate speech” etc.). 

The individual judgements are stored in a classroom repository that feeds into a teacher dashboard in which the 

items appear ordered and grouped according to their degree of controversy. The teacher may select examples from 

the repository for plenary or small-group discussions using the level of controversy or disagreement as a clue.  

In the following, we investigate the potential of assessing disagreement in a given group of learners 

through a systematic, statistical comparison of individual judgements. Based on a mathematical analysis and 

comparison of several approaches, we have selected a specific measure of disagreement. Due to the restrictions 

imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic, we have not been able to orchestrate and test our scenario in face-to-face 

classroom settings. However, we have collected data on an individual level in an online study and checked the 

practicality of the disagreement measurement in comparison to other indicators such as response times and 

agreement with expert ratings. Finally, we discuss these findings and their relevance for further applications in 

offline and online educational settings. 

Measures of disagreement 
The premises of the situation in which we want to calculate the disagreement between student judgements are 

these: We have a given set of items (Instagram-style text-decorated images) that are classified (i.e. tagged) by a 
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 certain number of raters (the students in the learning group) by selection of one out of a set of pre-defined labels 

or tags. This means that we must compare multiple raters who rate multiple items. Here, the actual ratings (i.e. 

tags) are defined on a nominal scale, i.e. without a given inherent order. This excludes the use of most dispersion 

measures from descriptive statistics and leaves only few options. Among these is the “dispersion index” (Walker, 

1999). We have also found one measure of disagreement (“group disagreement”) that was genuinely conceived 

from the perspective of collaboration research (Whitworth, 2007). There is a direct correspondence of measures 

of disagreement (D) with measures of agreement (A). If these measures are normalized on a scale ranging from 0 

to 1, this correspondence is expressed by the equation D = 1 – A. This suggests that known measures of agreement, 

such as those used to calculate inter-rater reliability, could be used in the inverse way. Given that we must deal 

with multiple raters and a nominal scale, Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss, 1971) is a candidate in this group.  

 In a mathematical analysis and comparison of these measures, which cannot be reproduced here under 

the given limitations, we have found that Fleiss’ kappa is the A-measure that exactly corresponds to Whitworth’s 

group disagreement (GD), i.e. it equals 1 - GD. As already noted by Whitworth (2007), for a high number of raters 

the maximum value of GD tends to approach (K – 1) / K with K representing the number of categories. I.e., this 

cap is smaller for a smaller number of categories and amounts to 0.5 for K = 2. The dispersion index (DI) uses 

another normalization factor that corrects for this cap in the range of values. Interestingly, these measures of very 

different provenance only differ in the normalization factor and we have chosen DI as a disagreement measure 

because of its better scaling behavior. The measure is calculated in the following way: 

 

𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 =  

𝐾𝐾 �𝑁𝑁2 −  � 𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘2𝐾𝐾𝑘𝑘=1 �𝑁𝑁2 (𝐾𝐾 − 1)
 

 

Pedagogical goals and tool design 
In the on-going project “Courage”, a group of European researchers works on building a learning environment to 

support and train teenage school students in developing strategies to cope with discrimination and toxic content 

in social media. The targeted phenomena include the distribution of fake news and conspiracy theories, as well as 

direct discriminatory practices such as hate speech, bullying, and cyber-mobbing. The primary goal is to reduce 

toxic effects by improving self-protection skills or resilience. The approach is based on fostering understanding 

instead of avoidance or external protection (e.g., by censoring or filtering).  

 

            
 

Figure 1. The SwipeIt app (left) with a corresponding view of the teacher dashboard (right). 

 

 As a first step, we have designed a serious minigame (the mobile app “SwipeIt”) that allows for a playful 

and controllable interaction of young learners with potentially toxic content items. The app was designed to be 

used in a classroom context to support classroom discussions around example social media items. The labels or 

tags to be used in our scenario and study were selected based on semi-structured interviews with teachers and 

 N:       Number of raters 

 K:       Number of categories  

 fk:       Sum of ratings for each category (frequency) 

∑ fk
2:   Sum of squared frequencies/ratings 
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 focus groups with teenagers. This was double-checked with terms from literature. The result was a set of four 

labels (terms): “verbal violence”, “hate speech”, “discrimination” and “cybermobbing”. A set of 30 images 

representing such phenomena was chosen from a total of 142 images from various social media platforms such as 

Facebook and Instagram. All images were independently tagged by two experts with a psychology background.  

The SwipeIt app displays these 30 images in fixed order. Each user is asked to select the label that best 

describes the current image. If none of the labels is considered to be adequate, the user may select the option 

“None of the categories”. Figure 1 (left) shows the SwipeIt application. Here, the user has currently selected the 

tag "discrimination" (German: “Diskriminierung”). The user may swipe the image afterwards in any direction to 

see the next image as an image cannot be revisited after having decided on a label. Every interaction, including 

any button-press, together with the final selection for each image, is stored in a database.  

Experimental setting 
The original scenario was planned to take place in computer classrooms at selected schools. The average duration 

of each trial should last around 90 minutes subdivided in different phases. In the beginning, the teenagers would 

be introduced to the overall topic and to the labels used as tags in the SwipeIt app to ensure a common 

understanding. Then the students would fill in a questionnaire hosted at SoSci Survey. Individual codes generated 

on beforehand would be distributed giving access to the questionnaire and allowing a match of questionnaire data 

(across different iterations) with the SwipeIt results. Participants would be redirected from the questionnaire to 

the game comprising 30 images to be tagged by every student. After tagging the images, a classroom discussion 

around more or less controversial examples images should take place. To support this, SwipeIt ranks the images 

according to the level of agreement for an item using the dispersion index DI. A teacher dashboard provides an 

overview of all images ranked by degree of controversy and allows for inspecting the distribution of labels for 

each image (see Fig. 1, right).  

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the experiment had to be modified as an online scenario without 

classroom interaction. The face-to-face introduction was replaced by the provision of introductory texts in a 

Moodle environment. To avoid confronting young adults with toxic content without any counsel by a teacher or 

researcher, the scenario was moved from schools to university students (entry level, all legal age). The 47 

participating students (44 males, 3 females) received credits for participation in empirical studies required in their 

HCI study program. In the experimental online scenario, participants would be transferred from the Moodle 

environment to the online questionnaire and then to the SwipeIt app. To preserve anonymity, randomly assigned 

individual tokens were propagated between the Moodle environment, the questionnaire and SwipeIt avoiding 

separate authentication procedures and allowing to track the students’ inputs across the different tools.  

Specific research questions 
Since we could only run the study without the following classroom and possibly small group interaction, our main 

goal has been the validation of the agreement measure with respect to its practical usefulness to trigger 

controversy-based further interactions. We have analyzed the data particularly with these questions in mind: 

• Given that the credits would not depend on answer quality, do the participants actually make an effort to

meaningfully and adequately characterize the examples? Indicators for this would be response times and

agreement rates. It might also be that the participants tend to take the task less seriously towards the end

of the completion process. This should lead to a decrease in response time and agreement rates.

• Is answer time (time spent on one image) inter-related with “controversiality” (disagreement)?

• For 25 out of the 30 examples, we have expert ratings that coincide in terms of a unique category

assignment. How do the student classifications (agreement levels) compare to these expert ratings?

Data analysis 
For the data analysis conducted so far, we have used the database with user ratings, expert ratings (one per image), 

and time stamps of the user actions. From the time stamps we have calculated answer times per image and user. 

We have also calculated disagreement (DI) and agreement (1 – DI) per image. For five items there was not enough 

agreement between the experts so that no expert rating was assigned. On this basis, we have compared two 

variables: the agreement of user ratings with the expert tagging (if available), i.e. the fraction of user tags that 

coincide with the expert tag, and the agreement between the participant ratings measured by 1 – DI. We found a 

Pearson correlation of r = .71 (p < .0001) between these two parameters. Of course, a high agreement with the 

expert rating would necessarily go along with a high (yet possibly smaller) agreement between user ratings, yet 

not necessarily vice versa. Practically, this implies that we may rely on inter-user agreement even in absence of 

an expert ground truth. It also indicates that the user judgements are not arbitrary. Regarding answer time and 
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 disagreement (DI), there was no significant correlation (r = .14, p = .5). This rules out the option to use answer 

time as an indicator for controversiality (mediated by individual insecurity). To capture sequence effects in the 

progression through the images we have correlated the image numbers (steps) with disagreement (r = -.10, p = 

.62) and answer time (r = -.14, p = .50). This is a positive message since it indicates that there is no significant 

deterioration of the rating behavior when progressing through the sequence of items. A certain reduction of answer 

time could also be explained by a procedural learning effect (routinization) in handling the app. 

Discussion and outlook 
We see the work reported here as a first step in providing an analytics-based underpinning for collaborative 

learning scenarios that rely on detecting and responding to disagreement as an opportunity for discussion and 

group learning. Our approach can serve as a tool to inform and orchestrate classroom scenarios based on socio-

cognitive conflict. The first challenge that we have tackled here is the operationalization of disagreement as an 

important premise. Although we have not been able to test the fully-fledged approach in collaborative learning 

settings, we have seen that the interplay between analytical instruments and experimental tools “works” so that it 

provides a reasonable practical basis for further experimentation. Our specific goal of training young learners to 

better understand and handle toxic phenomena in social media is particularly susceptible to approaches that build 

on controversy and disagreement. We are currently replicating our study to enlarge our database, which should 

allow us to include demographic and personality factors in the analysis. 

 Given the on-going restrictions related to presence-based classroom experimentation, we intend to extend 

our online scenario with group interactions. One challenge here is the preservation of anonymity of the individual 

judgements. So far, our scenario does not require a combination of the internal user IDs with real identities, as 

long as the point is to identify the controversiality of items or artifacts. This would be different if we wanted to 

introduce group formation based on the characterization of users. We are currently favoring solutions that would 

not make use of such information, still focusing on the attribution of controversiality to the artifacts. 
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